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My week at work can be very varied. This week it’s ranged from investigating a
battery fault on a golf buggy to looking at hand arm vibration instructions for different power tools; from working with the electrician on updating documents surrounding emergency lights to speaking with contractors. The following working
week will involve metre readings (x180), fire extinguisher and ladder inspections
and transporting members of the Monastic Community to an appointment in Newton Abbot. That’s just work, of course. At home we all turn our hands to domestic
and more pleasurable tasks. Variation, so they say, is the spice of life.
It seems I turn my hand to whatever tasks I am given at work, just as I turn my
hand to various gardening tasks. But I am not the only one, of course. We all
have different roles, be that at work, in a family or just in our day to day life. But it
is how we do those tasks, familiar, new or otherwise, that is key.
Philippians 2 (NIV) reminds us to “14 Do everything without grumbling or arguing” –
do everything – whatever that task is, do it and be that person who does not
complain, who shines like the stars in the sky. Or to put it a different way “Do everything readily and cheerfully” (Message Bible). Do the task as if you do it for God
Himself:
Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working
for the Lord, not for human masters
Colossians 2 v23
At a recent POG meeting various maintenance or research projects were aired
and members joyfully volunteered to take on the task, gladly helping to enable the
Mission we all have to bring people to faith – and yes repairing a light, repainting
a step edge for safety and moving garden waste – without grumbling or arguing –
are all parts of the jigsaw – would you serve a lunch to a non-Christian from a
kitchen with a flickering light, sit them on a chair with screws missing or present a
pile of branches in place of lawn – who would present a snake instead of a fish?
(Matthew 7 v10). Every little job counts. Incidentally, every Church has a rota in
place somewhere! We are on the lookout for willing, cheerful and ready people to
join out Kingz Kidz teams (see Holly), our refreshments rota (see Linda) our
cleaning team (see Netty). Whatever your day holds, whatever it throws at you,
no matter how early it starts or how late it finishes, do everything without grumbling or arguing. In short, do what is asked of you, do it without moaning, toil with
a smile and do it for God.
I’m asking you now though to make a cuppa, get a piece of cake or a biscuit (and
no one grumbles about Tea and cake!) and sit down and enjoy all of this: Our
annual history feature, Mission of the Month, Tales from the Mission field, News
from the Diocese, puzzles, pictures and much more.
Cover picture: Part of the inner organs of the organ
Editor: John Kowalski Proof Reader: Richard Line
Regular Contributors: Rev Karl Freeman, Tim Lyddon, Ron Wheeler, Stan Porter, Mike
Cooke, Owen Kowalski, Sheila Clifford and The Mission Committee.
Copy Deadline for next issue: 5pm, 14th June

Website: www.emmanuelplymouth.co.uk
Facebook: search ‘Emmanuel with St. Paul’s
Adverts included are not an endorsement of the product/service by the Church.
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This a more serious one!
I’ve always had an uneasy feeling about explaining the cross in
courtroom terms of Jesus taking the punishment for our crime.
If someone had just been convicted of assault, the judge would
not let a stranger enter the court
room and offer to do suffer the prison sentence for them.
In case you’re doubting my belief in
substitutionary atonement, please
rest assured that I believe the doctrine of substitutionary atonement is
central to what Christ did on the
cross! But how does it work?! It’s
only in facing up to these conundrums that we learn.
Back in Genesis 15 is where our
enlightenment is kindled. There, the
Lord promises Abraham not only ‘an impossible family’ but also a faith family which
will later multiply up to be the worldwide family of believers, past, present, and future! Abraham, realising the enormity of the promise, asks for proof and, in no uncertain terms, receives it…
‘When the sun had set and darkness had fallen, a smoking fire pot, with
a blazing torch appeared and passed between the pieces. On that day
the Lord made a covenant with Abraham…’ (15:17-18)
The covenant was a strange one. Normally, both parties would pass between the
slaughtered animal pieces to establish the covenant. But on this occasion, only the
Lord does, thereby taking total responsibility upon himself for the future birth and
preservation of Abraham’s ‘believer-descendants’ who would outnumber the stars
in the sky.
Unfortunately, the likes of you and I, humanity, break the covenant. But the Lord
covenanted to be solely responsible for its restoration. He now has to find a way to
restore it. He hints at the solution in depicting a father, Abraham, not withholding
his son on the very mountain where Christ would be crucified. A further hint comes
in the Passover reveals a ‘Lamb of God’ capable of redeeming those who trust in
its shed blood. The sacrificial system of the tabernacle, which evolved >>>>>>>

Rector’s Report
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>>>>>>> into that of the temple, reveals again and again, the need for a substitutionary initiative. And then we get to the cross. How does one life win redemption
for all?
Christ comes not to show the way but to be the way. In taking on human flesh he
becomes the solution. If, through what he called ‘the new covenant’ (the fulfilment of the Passover and reiteration of the Genesis 15 covenant), we bond with
him by placing or lives in his, our destiny becomes locked into his. As Paul puts it in
his letter to the Roman church (6:5):
‘For if we have been united with Him like this in His death,
we will certainly also be united with Him in His resurrection.’
So Christ dies a sinner’s death because, humanly speaking, he’s bonded with us in
our sinfulness, but death cannot hold the immortal God. In him, bonded to him, we
rise too. It’s what we celebrate at The Lord’s Supper. We act out the commitment
he made us. We symbolically re-live the New Covenant as we, like the earlier covenant members, become one with our fellow covenanters by ‘eating the flesh’ of the
sacrificed animal victim. Yet in this case, Christ is the very sacrificial victim who
unites us. His destiny is now our destiny. In our sinfulness, we infect him. In his
righteousness he rises to purify us. He dies that we might live. He bore our punishment in fulfilment of his Father’s covenant of Genesis 15 that we might prevail beyond the grave. Hallelujah! Praise Father, Son and Holy Spirit in this Easter season
of celebration!
Rev Karl
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History can be summed up by all the words shown in the diagram above. All those
things go together to make history - whatever kind of history that is.
For several years now, we have run a history themed issue for or May/June
edition, to run alongside the council run official ‘Plymouth History Festival’ - and for
the two years ago, the council had to cancel theirs, we still ran ours.
This year then, is no exception. So, at least, people, makes, individual, process,
historical, skills, knowledge, events, origins, past, helps, looking, develop, time,
learn, and information - words from above - all play a part in the aspects of
Emmanuel’s history we explore this year.
This year we trace the history of the organ and development of stained glass at
Emmanuel, first though a few interesting facts from Emmanuel’s historical timeline.
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Did you know?

Fascinating Parish Facts!
Starting in the mid-1850s, at least twenty large villas had been
erected on the two fields known as East and West Mannamead
- land owned by Sir Michael Culme-Seymour, of Rockingham
Castle, Northamptonshire. Hence Michael Road, Culme Road,
Seymour Road, and Rockingham Road.
After St Augustine’s closed, it was hard to find a use for the
building. Among the ideas originally put forward was to convert
it to a climbing centre!
This is
Emmanuel in
1869. The
field where
this arrow
points is now
where
Dormy
Avenue runs.

And this arrow points to a wall which still exists today, the North
West Corner, the junction with Compton Park Road, near to the
traffic lights.
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Dr Francis Flynn’s (Emmanuel’s third vicar) was also Honorary
Chaplain to the King. After his years at Trinity College Dublin,
he had already established an enviable reputation in Plymouth.
Dr Flynn contemplated the construction of a choir vestry and
church room underneath the North Transept. It is probably as
well that this subterranean scheme never materialised.
The first baptism to take place at Emmanuel took place using
water from the River Jordan.
The limestone for the structure the Emmanuel building was
from a local source. It came from Bedford Quarry at Pomphlett
- near to where the Morrison’s store now stands. Bedford
Quarry would give its name to Bedford Road, which runs
behind the old quarry site.
Emmanuel’s churchyard is one of the most extensive in
Plymouth, and, before the 1970 bus bay was constructed,
stretched even further west towards the former Tavistock Road
(now Mannamead Road).
The first Christmas during which a Christmas Tree was
displayed at Emmanuel was 1937.
Richard Northmore was verger and sacristan at Emmanuel
between 1870 and 1906. There is a pew in Emmanuel to this
day which still bares his name, in dedication.
Emmanuel’s eighth vicar (1952-1959) Rev John Denis
Wakeling had served in the Royal Marines during the Second
World War and rose to the rank of Major.
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Rev Wakeling also abolished the ‘pew rent’ system at
Emmanuel, commenting that ‘Emmanuel was the last
Church in Plymouth to maintain this antiquated system’.
Emmanuel’s vicarage has
been at 2 Compton Ave, 80
Compton Ave, 9 Lockington
Ave (pictured, right, during
the winter of 1984) and
since 1988, 9 Seymour
Drive.
It is vicars who were in
charge at the beginning of
each century that have
been the longest serving
incumbents. Emmanuel’s 2nd Incumbent was the Rev George
Berry tops the list, serving for 33 years (1879-1912) and the
Rev Preb Karl Freeman follows, and will have served for 22
years by the time he retires in 2023. They remainder of the list
would show clergymen serving for 12, 10, 10, 9, 8, 8, 7, 6, 6, 6,
6, and 3 years as the incumbent of Emmanuel (I have not gone
into the details of months here, and this list is generalised in
years, but there is no doubting the clear leaders)
During the building of Emmanuel, Further costs, however, were
incurred when the nature of the land was ascertained. To the
east and south, the land was firm and the foundations were
laid with ease, but to the north and west, the builders ran into
clay. The problem was overcome by buying over a thousand
cartloads of rubble, at six pence a load, to raise the level of the
land and reinforce the clay. The building rubble came from the
excavations for the new Guildhall (completed 1874) in
Plymouth city centre.
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Emmanuel’s Organ

A foxy design
Emmanuel’s organ was designed by Henry Speechly with
Charles Fox of North Street, Plymouth as an adviser.

The Nave of the church had been completed in 1870 and the
organ from Compton Chapel was transferred to the new
building and used for the next 5 years.
Then an appeal then went out to the congregation for
donations for a new organ. This was met with considerable
enthusiasm and Charles Fox was consulted on the design an
appropriate instrument.
It was to have two manuals and pedals.
The manuals would have a compass of 56 notes (CC-g’’)and
the pedal notes (CCC-f).
The instruments would
have 23 speaking stops
(11 on the GREAT [lower
keyboard] 9 on the SWELL
[upper keyboard] and 3 on
the PEDAL.
There would also be 3
couplers.
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Emmanuel’s Organ

Speechly’s Organ
Henry Speechly was chosen to build the instrument, possibly
because he was, at the time, restoring the organ at Exeter Cathedral. He was trained by the foremost organ designer
“Father” Willis. He ended up as Willis’ foreman before setting
up on his own.
For Emmanuel only the best
available was good enough.
Emmanuel’s Organ was built at
Speechly’s Camden Organ Factory at St Pancras. Once built the
organ was loaded into boxes. It
was delivered to Plymouth by the
Great Western Railway at a cost
of £25. The total organ cost was
£579.
Everything arrived at the church
on 31st August 1876. The pipes
were then housed in a simple
pitch pine case with two sets of
facade pipes set at right angles to one another.
The pipes were brightly coloured, but in the 1920’s this was
over painted with silver. The picture left shows a glimpse of
what they use to look like On the 14th September 1876, Mr
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Graham Clark, organist
of St Andrew’s, played
the new instrument at
its grand opening.
Initially the organ was
placed at the east end
of the south aisle, but
in 1880 it was moved,
for a year, to the west
end to enable the second half of the church
to be built.
Then the spring of
1881 it was moved to
the newly constructed
organ chamber off the
chancel.
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Emmanuel’s Organ

Not kicking their Heles
George Hele (1836-1919) was the
founder of Hele & Company a well
known local organ builders and they
have looked after Emmanuel’s organ
for 120 years. In Oct 1880 they
moved the organ from the East end of
the South aisle to the northwest corner so that the second half of the
church could be built. The job cost
£16 10s.
In 1881, they moved it again, this time
to the newly constructed organ chamber. In 1903 a third keyboard was
added.
In 1928 they oversaw the hydraulic
blower (installed 1907 at a cost of
£87) being removed and replaced with
an electric blower as part of a complete
rebuild at a total cost of £600.
In 1954 they cleaned the organ and in
1970 it was completely dismantled for a
total restoration at a cost of £2000.
For the next thirty years Emmanuel
sang to the tune of the restored organ,
until it began to fade. We pick up the
story, the next chapter in 1998/1999.
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Emmanuel’s Organ

Fast Forward and rotate!
Several events during the years 1998-9 helped cement
Emmanuel’s identity as the Millennium approached. The ‘Brief
History of Emmanuel Church’, by Churchwarden, Mr Michael
Parker, MBE, MA, helped to remind parishioners of the
heritage of the previous 130 years. Canon Peter Larkin, the
thirteenth incumbent, instituted the ‘Friends of Emmanuel’,
(F.O.E.) an idea that was well supported and helped to
encourage the use of the church as a place to hold concerts
and other events. In this way, many other people from outside
the church community would be encouraged to enter the
building and experience what the church was attempting to
convey.
One of the consequences arising from the formation of F.O.E.
was the need to address the musical facilities of the church,
which were not of a sufficiently high standard to enable
musicians from outside to perform to the best of their ability. Mr
David Green, the new organist, was at the forefront of efforts to
reinvigorate the musical life of the church. The organ was now
in need of a major overhaul. Nearly 30 years had passed since
it was last cleaned and restored, and its mechanical reliability
had decreased markedly over the last few years. If a rebuild
were to take place, however, an alternative instrument would
be needed to lead worship.
As the church possessed a piano that was wholly inadequate
to fulfil this role, it was thought wisest to buy a grand piano
which would be able to lead singing and also be of great use in
future concert programmes. The local firm, Grantham’s,
supplied a Yamaha instrument for about £5000, >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> which was, by far, the best piano that had been
heard and seen in the church or halls.
Attention turned to the rebuilding of the Speechly Organ. Early
estimates ranged between £20,000 and £60,000, and a
far-seeing plan was considered to move the instrument into the
South Transept and create two parish rooms in the old organ
chamber. This scheme, initially, seemed very promising. But it
became clear early in 2000 that, in this new position, the size
of the instrument would obscure at least two stained glass windows, and prevent disabled access from the South Transept
door. The awareness of the church’s need to meet the demands of legislation designed to help the disabled became a
determining factor in the decision to keep the organ in the organ chamber. The instrument, though, was to be turned anticlockwise through ninety degrees so that the organist would be
at the centre of events near the nave altar; and the main section of the organ would be in the Transept to help lead singing.

The organ before and after the rotation
It was unfortunate that, as these plans evolved, Mr Green and
his wife had to leave Plymouth to take up jobs elsewhere.
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Advice was taken from Mr Paul Morgan of Exeter Cathedral,
Mr Philip Liddicoat, the former organist of St Andrew’s, and the
author of Emmanuel Explored (from which this chapter is
taken), Mr Richard Line; eventually, plans were drawn up by
the architect Mr Andrew Wood. The organ was dismantled after
Easter 2000, much work was done to the organ chamber, and
nearby floors were strengthened. (At the same time, repairs
and rationalisation of the undercroft/cellar area of the organ
chamber were undertaken, and preparations for work on the
electrics of the church were initiated.) The rebuild undertaken
by Hele & Co, at a cost of over £80,000, was the most
extensive in the organ’s 125-year-old history, and the
modernised and extended instrument was reopened on the
organ’s 125th birthday, the 14th September, 2001.
A new organist, Mr Jonathan Crow, was appointed, but a few
months later a move to Bristol caused him to resign. Ms Gen
Robertson took over the leading of music for another few
months before she too relocated to the Orkney Islands.

Emmanuel’s Organists: A grateful thanks
Dear Lord, we thank you for those who designed, built, restored, moved and rebuilt
the organ over the years. But it is for those who we see and hear regularly, week in
week out, who have played the organ, to lead our worship of you, to whom
we direct this prayer. We thank you for all our organists who played through Emmanuel’s history. We thank you Lord for Keith Smith, Caroline Fice, Lizzie Houlton
and Sharon Hobbs who over recent years have used the skills you gave them to
help lead us. Thank you Father for their time, the rehearsal and practice they put in
and the time they gave to play the instrument you enabled us to be blessed with.
We also thank you for Richard Line, his knowledge, understanding of the instrument, the tuning and repairs he has done, as well as his talks and performance for
groups such as Tea Break. Dear Lord, we thank you for our organists. Amen
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Emmanuel’s Organ

The Internal Organs
Here is a chance to see things you would not normally be able
to see - the internal organs of the organ.
All of which work to create the sound when organists, like Keith
(left) play the keys and pull out all the stops!
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Emmanuel’s Windows

The Fouracre Tradition
John Fouracre (1818–1883) established the firm of Fouracre &
Son at 29 Chapel Street, Stonehouse, Plymouth in 1866. The
Plymouth Directory listed Fouracre and son John as ‘decorator
and plumber’, and in 1871 they employed eight men and four
boys.
His son, John Thomas Fouracre (1844–1915) [pictured], was
soon involved in stained glass, and the 1873 Directory listed
Fouracre & Son as ‘artists in stained glass’. It was in this year
that the firm was awarded the commission for glazing five of
the windows in the Great Hall of Plymouth Guildhall.
On the strength of this, they employed Henry Watson (1842–
1920). He was from Newcastle upon Tyne, and had previously
worked in Exeter as a glass stainer.
One of the Guildhall lights was a Masonic window, and JT
Fouracre’s Masonic connection was probably behind the
award of the commission to such a new local firm.
1873 also saw the firm being given a commission by Mr Samuel Jackson, J.P. to
make the first stained glass window in Emmanuel and was Fouracre’s earliest ecclesiastical work. It would be placed in the
middle light of the south aisle . The window
was to be in memory of Jackson’s wife,
Maria. She was born on St Thomas’ day
and died on St Paul’s day so the window
commissioned contained images of St
Thomas and St Paul. (pictured right) .
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This led to a pattern being set that all the Nave windows would
contain images of the eleven disciples and St Paul.
In 1882 the south aisle westermost window was installed
showing St Andrew and St Peter (pictured above left).
A year later, in 1883, the ‘Resurrection’ window in the South
Transept was installed (pictured above middle).
The final window in the south aisle was filled with portraits of St
John the Evangelist and St John, Major (pictured above right)
in 1894.
Continues overleaf >>>>>>>
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Early in the 1890’s Henry Watson left the Fouracre business.
David Snell, who had been an artist and designer in the firm,
then came into greater prominence.
Nine years later, in 1894, saw the arrival of the Faith and
Patience window in the side
chapel (pictured left), and
in 1898 the Angel with the
Lamp window in the tower
(pictured, right).This window
was dedicated on Easter
Day 1898 and is dedicated
to Thomas Roberts.
The observant among you
will notice that the window
shown in the black and
white picture, right, is not
the window you will see in
the tower today. You can
read the story behind why
that is, and who Thomas
Roberts was, on p24-p26.
The next window to arrive
was the Fortitude and Purity
window in the South transept (pictured bottom left) in
1901.
Next came the North aisle
windows St Bartholomew
and St Matthew (pictured
bottom right), in 1904.
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The St James the Less and St Philip window
(pictured top right) in 1905,
and St Simon and St Jude window (pictured
bottom right) in 1907.
John Thomas Fouracre died in 1915, leaving
David Snell to carry on managing the business. In that year the ‘Christ blessing the little
children’ window was installed over the baptism arch. The arch below was opened up in
2009 and is now the main way into the
church.
This was followed, in 1920, with the West
end war memorial window.
The firm designed and built stained glass
windows for many churches in Plymouth, as
well as further afield, but due to the blitz
much of their work was destroyed. Emmanuel, however, survived the war and remains,
through its 12 superb ‘Fouracre’ windows, a
complete body of work of the firm from 1873
– 1920.
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Emmanuel’s Other Windows

The Work of William Morris
The East Window of the Church, with its stained glass is not
only probably the most valuable artefact in the church but oozes great beauty and gorgeous colouring. The glass came from
the famous studios of Morris & Co of London, founded by the
Pre-Raphaelite William Morris, and the designs were those of
his celebrated artist friend, Edward Burne Jones.
The window was installed early in December 1881, shortly after the erection of the Chancel, and (as is recorded in the window itself at its foot) ‘in memory of Mary Pearn of Compton
Leigh who died October 9th l880 aged 87 years erected by her
sons’. The window comprises five lights and tracery, with three
tiers of subjects in the main lights. The centre light is naturally
the most important, being devoted to a representation of the
Nativity of our Lord, with the Babe lying on the ground and his
Mother and Joseph and the shepherds grouped around, while
above them is a choir of angels, on whose draperies is written
"Glory to God in the Highest, on Earth peace."
Beneath the Nativity, and the words "We give thanks to Thee
for Thy great glory, Lord God, Heavenly King, God the Father
Almighty" — part of the Gloria in Excelsis of the 1662 Prayer
book Communion Service
There are two other Morris Windows at Emmanuel, equally delightful, but they cannot be seen except by those sitting in the
Chancel or approaching the altar rails. These are the windows
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in the South and North walls of the Chancel, and their subject
is angels appositely enough having regard to the twelve stone
angels (works of art in their own right) which support the roof
timbers, the carved wooden angels on the choir stalls, and the
angels in the East window itself.
The South window was erected in 1883 at a cost of £74,by
subscription, in memory of Thomas Rendle, the first churchwarden, who died before the building of the Church was completed. The window is of two lights with quatrefoil above. The
two lights are divided into six panels each depicting an angel in
white robes with red wings. The six panels are separated by a
ribbon scroll bearing a verse from the Te Deum: "Thou art the
everlasting Son of the Father. The quatrefoil contains a monogram surrounded by a crown of thorns.
The North window, erected in 1884, was given by Edwin
Alonso Pearn (surviving donor of the greater East window), to
match, and balance, the South Window, and again it comprises
two lights and quatrefoil and has the same angelic theme. The
separating ribbon scroll is inscribed "Thou art/the King/ of glory/ O Christ" (also from the Te Deum). In the quatrefoil is a
Dove descending.

Did you know?

The other work of William Morris
The only other window made by Morris & Co in Plymouth is the
large, 'literary' window lighting the half-landing of what was the
Central Public Library. It is of much later vintage, and
commemorates Lady Winnicott (late of this parish) who died in
1925.
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Emmanuel’s Tower Window

A tragedy, a wedding and a window
In the tower there is a memorial recalling the tragic event in
1897 of Thomas Roberts, Head-teacher of Compton School,
drowning whilst attempting to rescue James Duncan and his
own 14 year old son, Herbert Williams Roberts.
Mr. Roberts was born, and
educated, in Plympton, then
trained St Luke's at Exeter
before spending 19 years at
Compton School. Thomas
was married to Ada and had
five children. He was a Member of Emmanuel Church Council,
and for many years a Tenor in the Church Choir.
Thomas Roberts and his son were laid to rest on Thursday,
August 12th, in the Churchyard of Plympton St. Mary. Teachers
of the district, aided by other friends, erected the memorial
over his grave, had also raised a fund of over £300 (£35,000
in today's money, a huge sum) for the benefit of the widow and
children, as well as funding the stained glass window in the
tower of our church. Roberts’ Memorial window in the Tower at
Emmanuel was designed by Mr. T. Rogers Kitsell, A.R.1.B.A.
and dedicated on Easter Day 1898.
However the window that you see today bares little resemblance to the original that was vandalised in June 1983, probably because there was no photograph of the original.
In July 2016, an article about a pair of twin sisters celebrating
their golden wedding anniversaries appeared in the local
paper.
>>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> Tim Lyddon managed to get in touch with them and
they kindly agreed
to come to church
with their wedding
albums to see if
they had a coloured photo of the
window, and to
everyone’s delight
they had, and it
shows it was very
different
from
what we see today.
The subject is an angel with outspread
wings holding eagerly in one hand a book symbolical of learning, and in the other a
lighted lantern to symbolize knowledge
which is light--the result of learning, to
indicate Mr. Roberts’ profession.
The conventional treatment of the vine
branch, with tendrils creeping up each side
as a border to the central figure was present, but with the stem diverging halfway up
and lost for a while. This was intended to
represent Mr. Roberts’ son who perished at
the same time and was thus taken from this
life before maturity. The stem and the
branch, however, appear again in the upper
part of the Window bearing fruit on the
cross around which it entwines. Reminding
us that we will all eventually be united in Christ.
When the window was vandalised in June 1983. All that could
be salvaged from the original glass was the >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> 'lantern' (right) and
this was incorporated into
the replacement window
(left). Although quite striking,
the amount of light it lets in
rather distracts from the significance of the lantern
(knowledge).
Presumably
the creator of the current
window did not have access
to the original brief listed
above, and therefore did not
tone down the bulk of the
window in order to give emphasis to the lantern. he also omitted the lost vine (his
son) which, in the original,
reappears on the cross
showing we are all reunited
through Christ's death.
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The sinking of the Scylla

From war machine to reef in just
two minutes!
The year is 2004 - so in the grand scheme of things, eighteen
years ago is classed as ‘modern history’ I guess! - and the
boom of forty six explosive charges echoed across Whitsand
Bay on the March 27, as the last frigate ever built at Devonport
sank below the waves.
Naval frigate HMS Scylla went through a baptism of sorts in
that explosion – from 2,500 tonnes of war machine to Europe’s
first artificial reef in just over two minutes.
After 20,000 man hours and the work of 60 specialist experts
she landed perfectly on the seabed and within days marine life
had begun to move into their new home.
Scylla was launched in 1968 and carried out duties all over the
world, from ramming the Aegir during the second Icelandic Cod
Wars to becoming a relief ship in the Cayman Islands. She was
decommissioned in 1993 and spent the next seven years in
Portsmouth harbour, slowly rusting away.
That was until the Ministry of Defence put Scylla on the market
in 2000, attracting interest from groups who wanted to preserve her as a museum or monument in Plymouth.
Source and credit to https://www.plymouthherald.co.uk/news/
history/17-interesting-facts-plymouth-might-1611573
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Did you know?

Plymouth and Plymothians


Actor, screenwriter, and film director, Charles Dance grew up
in Plymouth and attended Widey Technical School for Boys
in Crownhill. Dance made his screen debut in 1974, in BBC
mystery series Father Brown as Commandant Neil O'Brien,
and recently played the role of Tywin Lannister in American
fantasy drama television series, Game of Thrones.



Plymouth is home to the oldest distillery in England. In the
year 1793, the Plymouth Gin Distillery first opened its door



England is known around the world for its porcelain industry.
For many decades it was one of the world’s largest exporters
of porcelain. But did you know the British porcelain industry
started in Plymouth? That is right, porcelain was first
developed into an industry thanks to a smart man in Plymouth. William Cookworthy, who was a chemist in the area,
first developed the porcelain industry in the year 1768.
Cookworthy’s name lives on in the name of one of the University’s teaching buildings



Located on Cornwall Street, the Plymouth Market has been
in operation since the 13th century.



The Mayflower Steps. The memorial was built in 1934
on the Plymouth Barbican Waterfront , but the original steps
are actually buried under the Admiral Macbride pub,
somewhere beneath where the ladies toilets are now.
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Emmanuel Tea Break

Founder’s Words, introduced by his son
Today was a Tea Break outing to Buckfast Abbey when my
father's 97th birthday was celebrated. He gave a short 'speech'
about the history and work of Teabreak (Richard Cooke).
“Tea break was started / founded in 1987 by my late wife Gillian Cooke at the suggestion or request of the Rev Peter Stephens, then rector of Emmanuel church, to provide a social
gathering for older and possibly lonely people in the Mannamead area. The suggestion was that they should be served
with tea, play table games, chat and have some occasional activities, and visiting speakers giving talks. All would be welcomed and encouraged to make new friends. It proved to be a
welcome facility and addition to the outreach of Emmanuel
Church - and so it is, I think you will agree - today.
We have had coach outings to Widecombe-in-the-Moor, Cotehele, Brixham, Princetown Prison Museum, Roadford Reservoir and elsewhere in Devon and Cornwall. We visited Crownhill Fort in Plymouth. We had visiting speakers and a musical
afternoon 'in house', also a poetry-reading one. Our geographical and general knowledge has been tested (in a friendly way)
with Quizzes. We have been very well served with cups or
mugs of tea by a kitchen volunteer 'staff'. We had a horse racing afternoon with a video to watch after choosing our horse
and rider to back. We have been blessed with a number of
splendid volunteer helpers including writers and producers of
the weekly programme sheet and those who have helped with
the programme / activities listed, and with the cleaning-up afterwards. We all have a great deal to be thankful for. Please
applaud the volunteer staff.” (Mike Cooke 18/3/22)

History Edition
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TEA BREAK PROGRAMME
Subject to change without notice

MAY - AUG 2022

6th May

MAY
06 Welcome Meeting with a gardening
theme
13 Beetle Drive
20 An activity run by Ron and Linda Wheeler
27 Bingo with Ken Ringwood

3rd June

JUNE
03 Queen Elizabeth II's Platinum Jubilee Celebration
including Cream Tea on the Decking.
10 Members Activity. Details later.
17 Royal Ascot - A Day the Races
24 Outing:* Lunch at Plymouth University,
followed by a Visit to "The Box", the
new Plymouth City Museum.

27th May

JULY
01 Indian Railways Video.
08 Play your Cards Right
15 Poetry Afternoon
22 End of Term Summer Party.
No meeting July 29th

AUGUST
No meetings during August or on September 2nd
Tea Break will restart on September 9th
1st July
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Please join a friendly little band of Emmanuel prayer warriors for Early Bird Prayers
who meet via Zoom every Friday morning at 8am. Each meeting lasts about
40mins, so is not arduous. We cover all sorts of prayer topics, eg. Recently we
have been praying for:
The crisis in Ukraine
The release of Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe from an Iranian prison,
Pastoral prayer issues,
Our Children and Young people,
Upcoming church events (New social calendar, Tea break, Coffee Morning),
and various other prayer requests.
Please consider joining us. It would be great to see you next Friday.
The Zoom links are:
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/516055871?
pwd=QkxvbEk2M2dLaWdmU2pRd2w1dEppUT09
Meeting ID: 516 055 871
Usual password

You need a lawn fertiliser spreader (or an electric
drill, or temporary space in a freezer, or a 50m
tape measure or ...) but don’t have one?
Borrowing from a friend saves an unnecessary
purchase, saves resource worldwide, saves space
in our garages and gives a chum the satisfaction
of helping out.
Now you can use the power of the World Wide
Web to make this happen easily – just join the
Whole Emmanuel Catalogue WhatsApp group via
this
link
https://chat.whatsapp.com/
EsX5zmY5NT574UB3V5pSVB - or by pointing
your smartphone camera at the QR code. Then
just post your request, and if someone can help,
they probably will!
Cement mixer anyone?
For more information, see Simon
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band has had a severe heart-attack.
This has meant she has had to move
Mike to a care home. To have two men
to care for has stretched her nursing
skills too far. She was very keen that
she should update his good friend Don
Parker.

Emmanuel was the chosen host building for the Tamar Valley Male Voice
Choir. Under Director of Music Rosemary Cole BEM, and compered professionally as you would expect by Justin
Leigh, late of the BBC Spotlight anchor
man. It was an event much enjoyed by
those present. It was in aid of Afghan
children. Memories have shortened
with the presence of the horrors of
Ukraine on all our media. The attendance of some 70 people merited more.
We have a second chance to support
them when they return to us for a
Christmas concert on 2nd December
2022.

It’s encouraging to note our fundraising for important causes. Our ‘Red
Bucket’ appeal for the Ukraine emergency raised £1,600.00, by far the most
from a Red Bucket Appeal, used for
emergencies that suddenly crop up like
earthquakes. The most recent coffee
morning on 26th March, to go to Tradecraft, raised £400, and the Tamar
Men’s Choir concert in mid-March
raised over £800.00. That’s a tremendous effort from all concerned.
Talking of other countries. I hear a few
members of our congregation have
been
doing
some
international
gallivanting. By the time you read this,
Richard and Ann Bloss will have
returned from Norway (where among
other things they visited Oslo Opera
House) and Kathryn McGuinness will
have arrived in Mexico, where she will
be visiting family. Netty has recently
been to Germany and back too. We
also remember Stephen Anderson, of
course, still currently working in India.

Tea-break celebrated a very special
birthday at Buckfast Abbey in March
when Mike Cooke celebrated his 97th
year. Some 28 were present. Aileen
Nuttall made a splendid cake. (Pics to
follow separately)
I have spoken with Karen Snook, Mike
Soanes’s daughter in Poole. Her hus-

RMW

Send you news into Ron: ronwheeler10@gmail.com
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FROM PLYMOUTH SOUP RUN’S FACEBOOK PAGE…….
Plymouth Soup Run
Thanks to Nick, Jo and the team from #StPaulsChurchEfford who took up the
challenge of feeding 100+ people on Sunday [20th March]. The team served
curry and rice, yogurts and there was a food bag for everyone. Lots of clothes,
toiletries and ambient food was also given out plus milk. As always time to catch
up people and offer support. #communitysupport
TO WHICH AMY KOWALSKI COMMENTED…….
These two are an inspiration, look at those smiles. Serving and smiling.

LIFE & TIMES
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“What a friend we
have in Jesus
All our sins and
GRIZZLY bear”

“Crown him the Lord
of PEAS, whose
power a sceptre
sways

“He bore the
burden to CARVERY”

“Then sings my
MOLE, My Saviour
God to thee”

“Give thanks to the Lord
FOR GARDENING,
His love endures
forever”

“Thine be the
glory, Risen
CONKER-ing Son”

“Great things He has
TORTOISE, great
things He has done,
And great our rejoicing
through Jesus the Son

“All things bright and
beautiful
All creatures GRUNT
and SMELL”

PLEASE KEEP YOUR STAMPS
A reminder that you can quite easily help the
"Embrace the Middleeast" (previously BibleLands)

Please save the following used postage stamps
ALL FOREIGN
UK OVER 60p
UK PICTORIAL (but not Christmas ones)
(NB: Used UK ordinary 1st & 2nd. Class stamps are of no value and not needed)

Please trim round the stamp including the postmark, leaving a half-inch border, and hand a
batch from time to time to Mike Cooke or put them in the box at Emmanuel Church
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Top and bottom: The Mini Explorers exploring
‘Jesus calms the storm’
Photos by The Editor
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Asked to name a Bible story and you will probably go Noah’s Ark, Daniel, Jonah,
Joseph, David and Goliath, Adam and Eve, Moses, Walls of Jericho, Journey to
the Promised Land, Ruth and Naomi, the plagues and possibly Balaam’s donkey
from the Old Testament and The Birth of Jesus, Jesus in the temple, Zacchaeus,
water into wine, the last supper, The Easter Story, Saul/Paul and the parables
from the New Testament. Among the lesser known stories though is Money in a
Fish, which can be found in Matthew 17 v24-27. In the story it was time to pay
the temple tax, some collectors teased Peter. Peter, in conversation >>>>>>>

KIDS CHURCH
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>>>>>>> with Jesus, was
reassured; and trusting in the
words of Jesus found he was
able to pay both his own tax and
Jesus tax.
The children made their own fish
with a coin inside. They also had
a go at a fishing game.
This was a story the adults in the
room learnt too, how many of
you knew or remembered it
before you read this?

KIDS CHURCH
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On the 3rd April, the Mini Explorers and
the Kingz Kidz came together to learn
the story of The Last Supper. Once the
story had been read and discussed they
all worked together to make bread rolls.
They add ingredients, worked the
mixture and shaped rolls. Once cooked
they also ate them!
The Pathfinders, did very much the
same thing, but of course with less adult
support! Well done to everyone for a
good baking session!

KIDS CHURCH
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Did you know…

1 in 4 people will
experience a
mental health
problem in
any given
year

Did you know...
Rough Sleepers
have a life
expectancy
of only
42 years

Head Office
There are ways you
can help. Contact
Shekinah or look
online at
www.shekinah.co.uk

Bath Street,
Plymouth,
PL1 3LT

reception@shekinah.co.uk

01752 203 480
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The Mission of the Month
for APRIL
was
SHEKINAH

Shekinah has been in operation since 1992, and has acquired both a local and national reputation for the excellence of its work, and for the non-threatening, nonbureaucratic and supportive environment it has created for its’ clients. Shekinah is
established as a company limited by guarantee and is a registered charity.
The services of Shekinah are open to all, irrespective of their race, age, religion,
sexuality, gender, addictions, criminal record, ability or disability.
Shekinah provides opportunities for people who are experiencing all forms of
homelessness and other challenges they maybe currently facing. A passionate and
dedicated team of staff and volunteers work tirelessly ensuring that people in crisis
are given a variety of opportunities to reach a secure and contented life.
Although all forms of homelessness are at the core of Shekinah’s work, there is an
increasing demand from those people with other personal challenges. Working with
key strategic partners, Shekinah helps people access support to help move away
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from the streets, address their health issues, learn new skills via our training centre and receive help in finding work with the support of the local business community.
Our Mission – We see the person first, so we can work together to enable them to
be the person they want to be. To be a voice for individuals with multiple and complex needs. We will achieve this by listening to what they tell us, advocating for
what they need and supporting the changes that deliver that.
Over the last 29 years Shekinah has developed a comprehensive range of services for people. Whether you want support with housing, drug and alcohol advice,
benefit advice, training, education, employment or just a listening ear, please click
on the link below to see the various services we offer.
Shekinah has won local and national acclaim for it’s work, as mentioned at
the beginning of this article. Here is just one example of their work. This is
Jessica’s story:
Jessica was referred to the Re:shape programme – Re:shape offers a safe space
for women to look at all areas of their lives; to make links with their pasts and gain
awareness of the ‘pay offs’ of their current negative behaviours.
Re:shape is a blend of therapeutic discussion, scientific evidence-based information, practical healthy fitness and nutrition, plus an emphasis on increasing
physical and mental health and wellbeing. Presented beautifully on the outside,
Jess appeared to ‘have it all together’, and during the first session was quite defensive when anything challenging was raised.
By the third session, an Apprentice-style Team-build activity, Jess started to relax
a little and shone in her creative ability. On week 4, during a discussion around parental ‘rules of approval’, perfectionism and self-compassion, Jess experienced an
epiphany-moment, and from there on began to soften and start to really absorb
the process.
By the end of the programme, Jessica has committed herself to spend a day with
our volunteer, Patricia, shopping, preparing and cooking nutritional and healthy
food for her to eat. In her own words: ‘I came along to this thinking that I know all
this stuff. But, it has been a complete game changer for me. I have never attended anything like this before; I
feel I have been challenged and
I know I cannot lie to myself anymore. I really understand what
is underneath my feelings now
and I’m actually not (too)
scared to start dealing with
it. My new saying is ‘It’s OK to
not be perfect’!!’
Continues overleaf >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> This is Phil’s story
I’m sat here thinking that I’ve had a really good couple of weeks. I have taken on a
bit more responsibility and it feels good! It’s funny, just 3 years ago, I was in a completely different place and my behaviour was unacceptable. Luckily, I got myself
together, engaging with Harbour and then going on to doing a construction course
with Shekinah learning how to plaster, do a bit of bricklaying and a variety of decorating. I gained my CSCS card, asbestos certificate and won Learner of the Year
2015. I then carried on becoming self-employed, going on site fitting kitchens and
bathrooms, getting to travel all around Cornwall and up to North Devon, learning
new skills and being taught new things and becoming more confident within myself.
I went to my first Shekinah promotion event last night and it was fantastic. I flew the
flag for Shekinah. Loved it! Cannot wait for the next one!
I read my up-to-date case study yesterday, which is my journey from where I was
to where I am now. I nearly cried with happiness. I was reading this case study
and the fact is, that I was reading about myself, yes me! I did it! I made the effort, I
did the 12 step programme, Shekinah basically saved my life, they gave me hope!
Gave me several doors to open! They have given me nothing but quality time and
all the support in the world. I love my job, I really do. I’m doing what Shekinah did
for me. I’m part of such an amazing team! Being a tutor is more than just teaching,
it’s taking time out to help with anything; always having 5 minutes to listen.
I just want to thank everyone who’s helped me along the way. I am blessed to have
all this. I now have a decent job with Shekinah, a joint business, a decent place to
live and an amazing partner.

DON’T FORGET
You can donate to the St Paul’s Community
Larder at anytime. Put your donations in the
wooden chest at the back of Emmanuel
or contact Barrie Bannister– Evans
who will deliver it for you

Mission of the Month
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The Mission of the
Month for
MAY is
CHRISTIAN AID

Every gift. Every action. Every prayer. Every one of us can change lives.
Drought starves. It robs women of the power to farm and grow food for their families.
Now, for the first time in a generation, global poverty is rising. Covid-19, conflict
and the climate crisis are pushing more of our global neighbours into a struggle for
survival.
Women and men in Zimbabwe are hungry to provide a more hopeful future. Mums
often skip meals to share with their children what little food they have.
One of these mums is Jessica Mwedzi. Drought makes every day a struggle for
survival. Jessica is hungry. Hungry for a good meal. Hungry to earn a decent living.
Hungry to provide a more hopeful future for her family.
‘My children crave a good meal, but I can’t provide,’ Jessica says. ‘It pains me to
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send them to bed hungry.’
Your gift could help Jessica grow drought-resistant crops. You could help her set
up a water tap on her farm and learn how to grow food in the harsh climate. She’ll
turn her dry, dusty land into a garden of hope.

This Christian Aid Week, you can be one of the hundreds of thousands of our supporters who give, act and pray – stepping out in love for our global neighbours.
With you by our side, we won’t stop until everyone can live a full life, free from
poverty and hunger.
Here at Emmanuel we are proud to do our bit for this worthy cause.
Once again we will have our e-envelope where people can give on line and which
has been very successful when Covid limited our activities. However, this year we
are really pleased to announce that the Big Brekkie and Mission Lunch are back
as well as the Coffee Morning so here are the following dates for your diaries:
Sunday May 8th
The Big Brekkie in the Church Hall starting at
08:30
Sunday May 15th
Mission Lunch
Saturday May 28th
Coffee Morning in the Oval room from 10:30
We can often feel overwhelmed and helpless
about the problems facing our world.
We on our own cannot solve the world’s problems, but we can help people, one by one, so
let’s start with Jessica.
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In my last article I left you just after I
Macaco’s house
had made my first contact with the
“Macu” indigenous tribe. About a year
later we learnt that they considered
that name an insult and so from now
on I will use the name they preferred
“Nadeb” which in their language
meant roughly “People”. After a short
time with them that afternoon we set
off on the 3 hour trip back to Hildebrando’s house, promising to be back.
We had not gone far when Hildebrando spotted a bright red
macaw in the tree above us. He suggested I have a shot at it as I was sitting in the
most stable part of the canoe, (remember, I was in the middle but on a stick not
much thicker than a broom handle!). I loaded up my shotgun, and aimed but
found I was shooting almost vertically upward. The recoil when I shot sent me
toppling backwards and I ended up laying in the bottom of the canoe with my
legs in the air, from which undignified position I saw the macaw flutter down towards us badly injured. It managed to fly a bit, round a bend in the creek ahead
of us. After I resumed my dignity we paddled round the bend to pick it up, and to
our surprise encountered another canoe load of Nadeb returning from a fishing
trip to the camp we had just left. They were just pulling the bird from the water
and quickly dispatched it. Having brought it to us Hildebrando said “The macaw
will take ages to cook but a fish only a few minutes, let’s see if we can do a deal!”
A few seconds later we were the
Hildebrando preparing sugar cane treacle
proud owners of a matrinchao (a fish
about twice the size of a trout) and the
Nadeb were delighted with the macaw!
After a few minutes with the Nadeb
we continued back to my canoe then
built a fire and cooked our fish. With
our hunger assuaged we were able to
continue back to the lake. I am not
sure if it was on this trip or later but it
was definitely at Hildebrando’s house
that another event involving a shot
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>>>>>>> gun occurred. Unlike many
Me with Macaco
houses Hildebrando had walls round his
house, but no more than a very thin
thatch of leaves held up with some props.
I was sitting on a bench, leaning against
one of the props talking with the family
when Hildebrando remembered he had
left his shotgun in his canoe. He sent his
son (aged about 8 to 10) to collect it. Unfortunately he did not remember that he
had left it loaded! On the way back the
boy tripped, dropped the shotgun which
promptly went off. All we knew was that we heard a big bang and two feet to my
left a big hole appeared in the leaves of the wall! It was a miracle that no-one
(especially me!) was injured or killed!
I journeyed on up the side stream called the Bua Bua visiting a couple of isolated
houses on the way and after 2 days reached another Nadeb settlement at the
head of another lake. This was very different from the first group. This was an established house, 50 – 60 ft. up a solid bank on firm land, the other being on what
we call “vargin”, low land that floods and is uninhabitable during the wet season.
Macaco, the chief of this group, gave me a warm welcome, and I soon found that
they were quite a bit more “civilised”, being less nomadic, dealing with river traders, and speaking a smattering of Portuguese, (key words not sentences).
As this was mainly a survey to decide on future plans I did not stay there long but
headed up river out of the Bua Bua and two days journey to another group that I
had been told about. This group lived near the main river and close to a Brazilian
settlement, but how different to the others! Instead of being proud, independent,
living a good life, these had lost their dignity, their independence, and their tribal
traditions and were dirty and discouraged. They even accepted the name Macu
which meant “pigs”. I was disheartened and almost wished that I had never visited
them, but at the same time longed to help!
I had now reached the limit of my fuel supplies so Nilo and I headed down river
holding a few services and visiting folk on the way back to Nilo’s home then alone
to Tefé. I ran out of petrol about half an hour from Tefé, so spent three hours paddling to get home!

10am Sundays

For more details on services and events
at St Paul’s end of the Parish, call
Tales for the Mission Field
Rev Darryl Cree on 01752 773215
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DIMES meeting monthly on the first
Saturday of the month. This is our
Ladies fellowship group.
Take a moment to read and reflect on
the poem below, written by Kathy
Holmes, following Pippa Brown's
meditation at DIMEs, ' In Gethsemane'.
An Easter Prayer
He prayed, release the cup I bare,
As disciples slept and were unaware
Of the anguish shown in sweat and
tears,
The earthly marks of human fears.

Here is the programme for the next few
months:

But God’s will be done, is what He
said.
I bare it all upon my head.
Before the final path to take,
Jerusalem, His sacrifice to make.

May 7th
Holly Martin: A vision for Kingz Kidz
Jun 4th
Penny Jennings Contact with pastors
on the Congo

On wooden cross His life did end.
My Saviour, Master and my friend.
The cruel nails in hands and feet.
The agony of pain and heat.

July 9th
Away Day 10am to 3pm in Clearbrook
Village Hall, led by Ann Hosking with
Sharon Hobbs leading the worship

For Me, He died. For all My sin.
With selfless love He took it in.
I’ll bow my head in my disgrace,
Until at last I see His face.

August 12th
‘Pudding Party’ 7.30 at 18 Kingsland
Gardens Close Bring and share your
favourite desert or come and enjoy other people’s.

When my time here on earth is done,
And by God’s Grace, to heaven I
come.
With thanks and praise
I then shall sing, My Wondrous,
Holy, Heavenly King

September 3rd
Kerry Cole, her testimony, she helps
run CrossRhythms

DIMES
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Top and bottom:
Our ladies at DIME during a craft session
Photos by Gillian Garlick
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FEEDBACK HELPS SHAPES
DIOCESE OF EXETER’S NEXT STEPS
Feedback about how the Diocese of Exeter can help Devon’s church communities plan for the future in a sustainable way is being used to help shape the next
stage of the Next Steps project.
Next Steps is part of the diocese’s vision to grow in prayer, make new disciples
and serve the people of Devon with joy.
Around 500 people from Devon’s four archdeaconries took part in the Diocese of
Exeter’s Next Steps listening events during the autumn of 2021.
“Next Steps offers us renewed vision and focus as we seek to follow God’s
will in the life of our churches and communities and proclaim the good
news afresh for this generation.”
Rev’d Prebendary James Grier,
Diocese of Exeter Mission Enabler

News from around the Diocese: exeter.anglican.org/
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Mission communities are being invited to consider where they are now and
which direction they want to go in*

The aim is to help parishes to flourish and develop as part of healthy mission communities at a time when church attendance is falling and many churches are facing financial difficulties.
The Bishop of Exeter, the Right Rev’d Robert Atwell, said “Every parish is unique
and special, but churches thrive when they work in partnership with each other in
Mission Communities.
“That is why our strategy has always been to support our mission communities develop and flourish, because healthy churches grow.”
At the listening events, which took place in person and online, people who attended were asked what excited them about the Next Steps.
58% said they were looking forward to moving forward, 20% said they were excited about working together, 11% said the process and 11% said they were not excited.
When asked what they thought was missing from the Next Steps, 31% of people
said guidance, 25% said acknowledging reality, 21% said equipping for mission
and ministry and 12% said being outward looking.
This feedback was used by the senior staff of the Diocese to plan the next stage of
Next Steps.
>>>>>>>
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Next Steps is about planning how best to walk forward together*

>>>>>> The Archdeacon of Exeter, Andrew Beane, said “It was incredible to see
such positive engagement from lay and ordained colleagues from across the Diocese.
“There was a tangible sense of going on the Next Steps journey at the consultations and we were encouraged by the general sense of excitement.
“It was also helpful when people shared areas they thought were missing from
Next Steps and we hope we have addressed these as we move forward together.”
Put simply, Next Steps offers an array of tools, ideas and forums for discussion
for mission communities to use to develop a realistic and sustainable way forward
from the pandemic and into the future.
“We are all on the same journey, with a shared vision, but different mission communities will take different routes,” Archdeacon Andrew said.
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The focus of Next Steps is in the areas of mission and ministry, resources and finance, buildings and governance.
The Diocese is now developing tools to help Mission Communities identify where
to put their efforts and resources in the short term and how best to plan for the
long-term.
These include the £200,000 Diocesan Mission and Growth Fund, the Mission
Community Health Check tool. Growing the Rural Church resources including Lightening the Load, the book How Village Churches Thrive (edited by the
Bishop of Exeter, with chapters contributed by Growing the Rural Church and
coming out in June), Love Your Church fundraising resources and Generosity resources.
The Rev’d Prebendary James Grier, Mission Enabler for the diocese, said “We are
at a hugely significant moment in the life of the church in Devon. The challenges of
declining numbers and resources in many of our churches have been intensified
by Covid, yet goodwill towards the church and recognition of what we have to offer
communities is higher than ever.
“We may feel like we are on the back foot, but God certainly isn’t. He is able to
work for good in all things and do more than we can ask or imagine (and I can imagine a lot!).
“Next Steps offers us renewed vision and focus as we seek to follow God’s will in
the life of our churches and communities and proclaim the good news afresh for
this generation.”
The Mission Community Health Check has been piloted this term and will be available as a resource for mission communities to use from this autumn to help them
in their planning.
The other resources are already available and the Archdeacons will be outlining
more details about the Next Steps at their visitations to churches after Easter.
*To view the diagrams in more detail please log on to the Diocesian website at
exeter.anglican.org/valuable-feedback-helps-shape-diocese-of-exeters-next-steps/

You can watch a video of
Bishop Robert’s message
on the Diocesan website
by following this link
https://exeter.anglican.org/
who-we-are/visionstrategy/vision-next-steps2021/
If you are reading a paper
copy of this magazine you will
need to type the full link out
into the search bar.
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(Printed retrospectively)

BISHOP OF EXETER’S EASTER
MESSAGE FLIES THE FLAG
OF HOPE
On Easter Day, from church towers across Devon, you may traditionally spot the
flag of St George flying.
We call it the flag of St George, but originally it was the flag of medieval Jerusalem. English soldiers brought it back with them from the Holy Land, along with a
devotion to St George, the early Christian soldier-martyr.
As a result, George became patron saint of England.
Medieval paintings of the resurrection often represent the risen Christ, stepping
onto the edge of his tomb, triumphantly holding the flag in his wounded hand as a
symbol of his victory over death. At his feet are invariably soldiers lying fast
asleep, posted by Pontius Pilate to guard the tomb of this crucified messiah, the
pretend King of the Jews.
The resurrected Christ cuts a strong figure, immensely powerful as he rises from
the grave and strides into life.
Except that this year, if you look up, you may see not the flag of St George flying
from flagpoles and church towers, but the blue and yellow flag of Ukraine
flying in solidarity with this brave and
suffering nation.
The devastating war in Ukraine and the
atrocities being reported on a daily basis
cast dark shadows over Europe and our
Easter celebrations this year. The humanitarian crisis the war has unleashed has
shattered the complacency of the West and
threatens the peace and stability of Europe.
In the words of St Paul, ‘we weep with
those who weep’. And we weep not only
with the people of Ukraine, but with good,
The Bishop of Exeter says he finds hope in
upstanding
Russian
citizens
whose
people’s acts of generosity and kindness
knowledge of the situation is >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> mediated through the propaganda machine of the Kremlin.
Were he alive, I think George Orwell, author of the political satires Animal
Farm and 1984, would offer a devastating critique of the power of information to
control an entire population.
Meanwhile, on the home front, we have our own challenges to contend with. The
cost of food and fuel bills are going up relentlessly and Covid cases continue to be
an all-time high. We now realise that we are only in the foothills of working out
what ‘living with this virus’ is going to mean.
What hope is there in a situation like this? Is there any cause for joy this Easter?
Without glossing over the bitter realities of war, I find hope in the generosity of the
thousands of people who have signed-up to open their homes to Ukrainian
refugees. I find hope in the joy of Ukrainian musicians making music in the rubble
of their city. I find hope in the Ukrainian national football coach determined to help
his team qualify for the World Cup.
I find hope in our towns, villages and cities, with ordinary people doing
extraordinary things: acts of kindness and generosity that speak of the compassion of God.
I find hope in the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead.
On Good Friday we reflect on the vulnerability of Jesus, on Christ crucified, whose
cross is planted in the mire and suffering of the world. But Christ the victim is also
Christ the victor – the one who triumphed over death.
‘Lo, Jesus meets us, risen from the tomb
.
Lovingly he greets us, scatters fear and gloom.’
The resurrection of Jesus is God’s promise that his love is deeper and higher and
wider than the worst evil that anyone can commit and the most terrible suffering
that we might have to endure. The resurrection is God’s promise that there is
nothing in the whole of creation outside his redeeming love.
As St Paul put it in his Letter to the Romans: ‘For I am convinced that neither
death, nor life, nor angels, nor rulers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor
powers, nor height, nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to
separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord.’
(Romans 8.38,39)
The Rt. Rev’d Robert Atwell, Bishop of Exeter
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In each of the boxes you will find the letters of a name
which appears in the Bible - could be Old Testament,
could be New Testament. Some are easier than others!#
Can you work them all out?
Basically its anagrams, but they are not in a straight line!
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AHE
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When are we going to leave this place?’ grumbled the greying hedgehog as he
scurried into the main chamber of the underground grotto. ‘Not getting any younger, you know.’ He muttered mostly to himself as he reached up and snaffled a
worm from the roof.
‘Patience, Morris, we just have to wait,’ said the larger of the other two hedgehogs
in the burrow. ‘We had to help everyone else first.’
‘You say that every morning,’ mumbled Morris.
‘Someone somewhere will need our services, they always do.’ There was a deep
rumble from above as dirt rained down. As the traffic noise subsided the phone
rang. ‘Told you so,’ smiled the other hedgehog as he picked up the receiver. ‘Hello
Edge Hog Bathroom specialists, Clive speaking.’ The telephone was a faded red
rotary dial phone they had rescued from someone’s rubbish and connected to the
mains.
‘Mmm,’ mused Clive as he flicked through a non-existent diary. ‘How about next
Tuesday?’
‘Great,’ came a tin-toned voice.
‘We’ll see you then,’ concluded Clive after taking down the client’s details.
‘Next Tuesday! next Tuesday! why not tomorrow?’ Morris protested.
‘We have to give the impression we are a legitimate business.’
The following Tuesday the hedgehogs arrived at the address provided. ‘Sorry
about the dogs.’ Said the man as he ushered the hedgehogs passed the barking
Labradoodles. He seemed rather nonplussed about encountering a trio of talking
hedgehogs. Woodland animals were known to have talked to humans back in the
day, when there were actual woodlands for them to live in. The grey-haired old
man who had hired them looked old enough to remember such a time.
‘That’s OK we love dogs,’ said the youngest of the hedgehogs over- enthusiastically as they ascended the stairs. Clive gave the chocolate- coloured hounds a
stare that communicated something animal to animal and the dogs fell silent.
‘Used to see a lot of your kind, back in the day,’ the homeowner continued as they
entered the bathroom. ‘Often wondered what happened to you all.’
The bathroom was a perfect cube, with a bath running along one side, a sink and
toilet on another and a towel rail behind the door. The whole room was covered in
a fine white and grey dust and tiles lay stacked or smashed across the floor. ‘I
made a start, but… not my…mmm…let’s say my expertise lay elsewhere,’ said the
man.
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‘Never fear, we’ll get the job done,’ replied Clive exuding confidence from every
spike on his body.
The hedgehogs set to work. First, they rolled round covering themselves in the
dust, which they shook out the window. Then they separated the salvageable tiles
from the rest. ‘Right,’ said Clive, ‘let’s get this room sanded, cleaned and sealed.’
‘Was I supposed to do that before I started?’ asked the tall man with the dogs who
stood supervising from the doorway.
‘Sir, this will go a lot quicker if you leave us to it,’ said Morris as he kicked the door
shut. ‘Goodbye.’
Once they had finished priming the walls the hedgehogs thought it would be prudent to do their own calculations on the number of tiles required. ‘Are we moving
the bath?’ asked the smallest hedgehog.
‘Not this time Tilly, we will work around it,’ replied Clive, with the end of the tape
measure in his mouth as Morris marked off a reading on the far wall.
The next day the little hedgehog workforce returned with additional tiles, several
long wooden battens and a sheet of plasterboard. Clive fashioned himself a tile
gage and by shifting it vertically and horizontally he worked out where to begin.
Soon the hedgehogs were cracking on with the tiling at great speed. Tilly applied
the adhesive as Clive and Morris lifted and pushed each one into position. The
hedgehogs grapefruit-sized bodies were quite adept at climbing up ladders, balancing along the bath edge and trotting along the toilet. Their tiny paws were surprisingly dextrous at manipulating the tiles into place and were ideally suited for
the nuances of grouting. Their furry underbellies were great for wiping down and
polishing the finished formation.
‘Wasn’t my bathroom a square?’ questioned the Homeowner as he inspected the
final result.
‘It…it still is a square.’ replied Clive. ‘We just created…um…’ He paused searching for the words, then continued with renewed confidence, ‘it’s an optical illusion
we created with the tiles to give the impression of a rectangle.’
‘Impressive.’
After being paid for a job well done the hedgehogs packed up and left.
That evening, under the cover of darkness, they returned to the house. Sneaking
up the stairs they returned to the bathroom. Pressing the third tile along from the
bottom of the towel rail, there was a click. A panel swung open revealing a hidden
compartment. The Hedgehogs entered and shut the tile behind them.
‘These dog biscuits beat them slimy worms, any day,’ said Morris as he munched
with glee as the others snuffled around the Kitchen cupboards.
‘Think I am going to love living here,’ said Tilly. ‘Looks like a nice neighbourhood.’
‘At least you’ll be safe from the motorway,’ crunched Morris spitting crumbs
across the floor. The Labradoodles moved in with caution to hoover them up.
‘We’ll all be safe now,’ interjected Clive ‘It’s the natural order of things. The humans destroy our homes, so we move into theirs.’
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You have been reading...
At the end of Dad’s Army, Allo’ Allo and Hi-de-Hi, the performance credits
begin with ‘You have been watching’. Well, here are some questions, in no
particular order, the answers of which you have been reading...
1. Which Emmanuel incumbent is the second longest serving?
2. What was used in Emmanuel’s first baptism?
3. Where is the only other William Morris stained glass window in Plymouth?
4. Who was Thomas Roberts?
5. Who given the title An Inspiration?
6. What is Tea Break doing on 1st July?
7. Which Bible story were the Mini Explorers exploring with water?
8. Who is speaking at DIMEs on 7th May?
9. What was in the fish?
10. Which animal featured in Owen’s story?
11. What date is the Summer Fair?
Answers:
Q1: p8

Q2: p7
Q3: p23

Q6: p31
Q7: p37

Q4: p24
Q5:p35

Q8: p50
Q9: p38/p39

Q10: p60/p61
Q11: p4 or p64
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Jehoshaphat
Samson
Martha
Batholomew
Jacob
Sarah
Philemon
Moses
Abraham
Priscilla
Elijah
Uzziah
Hannah
Malachi

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

David
Abigail
Gideon
Simeon
Naomi
Jude
Abimelch
Rahab
Obadiah
Noah
Xerxes
Rebecca
Joseph
Daniel

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Mary
Japheth
Leah
Simon
Joshua
Rachel
Barnabas
Ruth
Zephaniah
Philip
Ishmael
Anna

Passover Meal Photo by Malcolm Haynes
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